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Add-on bells, ringers, flashers and amplifiers for phones.

Add the sound of a real bell

Loud outdoor bell
You'll never miss another call when
you're outside. Dual 4" gongs with
adjustable volume. Cover protects
from weather. Easily connects to
phone line with a modular cord or
2 -conductor wire (sold separately).
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Ringers and flashers

Extension or
replacement bell
Replaces a phone's built-in electronic
ringer with clear bell sound. Or, use
as a remote ringer to alert you to
calls when you're not near a phone.
Volume control. Plugs into any
modular phone jack. #43-175

Extra -loud amplified ringer
Much louder than a phone's built- n ringer. RadioShack's multitone ringer
features adjustable volume, ring interval and frequency -helps compensate
for high -frequency hearing loss. In addition, the power -on indicator flashes
along with the ring. On/off switch Simple to install -just plug into any
modular phone jack. Place ringer on desk or table or mount it on wall. Add
4 "AA" batteries or AC adapter #273-1761'M

Phone flashers-SEE the phone ring
Helpful for:

 People with hearing difficulties  Noisy office or shop
 Quiet places such as a clinic or library -can be set to

strobe light only so ring will not disturb others

Fone Flasher 2
Bright strobe light flashes and built-in
ringer sounds when phone rings. Sets to
strobe light only, ringer only, or both. No
wiring -easy plug-in hookup to phone jack
and AC outlet.Ii-s..-j #43-178

Snap -on amplifier
Attaches to phone handset to boost
incoming sound. Great for home,
work or travel. Works with virtually
any phone. Volume control. Add "N"
battery. #43-229

NEV Phone flasher/ringer
Strobe light flashes and tone sounds when
phone rings. Selectable flash and ring or
flash -only operation. No battery or AC
needed just plug into any phone jack.

#43-2231

Amplifiers help make calls easier to hear

Handset amplifier
Boosts incoming sound. Volume control.
Works with most phones that have
detachable handset cords. Add 9V battery. #43-B7

Clarity'
portable phone amplifier
Patented Clarity Power- technology not only
makes sounds louder, but also clearer and
easier to understand. Great for use at home,
work or while traveling. Connects to most
phones with detachable handset and
dial -pad in base. Add 2 "AAA" batteries. #43-2221


